yoko
YOKO is a place of design led culture that blends
intellectual attainment with creative sensitivity and
individuality. We care about the individuals that
work with us, those who bring knowledge, critique
and also care about timeless detail. Our mission is
to revolutionise the dog market, blending nutrition
with design. We are all inclusive and celebrate our
individuality along with those things that bring us
together.

Workshop Coordinator
Working hours
On regular bookings
Purpose of the Role
YOKO a healthy dog lifestyle has started to run regular treat making
workshops open to the conscious dog owner. This is an opportunity
for dog owners to learn about the fantastic benefits of nutrition for
dogs. We want to get dog owners talking about nutrition for dogs
as we care about where food comes from, how it is made, and who
it goes to.
The YOKO Workshop Coordinator will work in various locations,
mainly based across London. You will set up and lead an engaging
and all-inclusive healthy treat making workshop with the ability
to adapt to the needs of the workshop members. You will be
warm and enthusiastic whilst radiating a quiet confidence that is
personable and inclusive. The ability to retain information relating to
how products are made and the nutritional benefits of ingredients is
important for this role.
Responsibilities
-You will be a brand ambassador for YOKO
-To run and manage workshops
-To set up workshops
-Be proactive at all times
-To enthusiastically introduce the brand to the workshop group
-Be interested in the nutritional benefits for dogs and know how to
answer questions
-To pack away and wash equipment ready for the next workshop
-Understand how the products are made and the ethos behind the
brand
-Report to the Directors
Requirements
-No previous experience is required. We are much more interested
in you as a person and are committed to building our business on
this principle.
-Honesty, warmth and sincerity
-Legally allowed to work in the UK
Notes_
All positions will undergo necessary training in order to do the tasks related to the job
description

Interested?
Please send you CV with a description of why you would like to
work with us to: info@myyoko.co.uk
Deadline: Noon, 31st January 2020

w. www.myyoko.co.uk
e. info@myyoko.co.uk
i. @yoko_ahealthydoglifestyle

